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YOUR PERMISSION SLIP TO RESET
A  L E T T E R  F R O M  T H E  E D I T O R

     When was the last time you let
yourself do whatever you wanted for
a whole day?
     We live in the age of being
overscheduled: bouncing from Zoom
meeting to Zoom meeting, or
spending time tracking habits and
checking items off the to-do list.
We’re balancing work, school, and
appointments — for ourselves or our
family members. Our free time is
spent scrolling through social media
or binge-watching TV and movies, all
while berating ourselves for not being
“productive” despite our exhaustion.
     Tired. Overwhelmed. Distracted.
Disappointed.
     Wishing you could hit a reset
button? You’re not alone.
     This time of year, as things begin
blooming once more, is a chance to 

start fresh. So slow down, give
yourself some grace… 
     … and breathe.
     Sometimes, we don’t just need a
break in our schedules. We need a
little time to ourselves. This issue of
The Muse Manifesto is your
permission slip to do just that.
     It can be tough to do something
solely for you. You might fear that
people will say that you’re selfish or
anti-social for wanting time to
yourself. But this type of recharging
is vital for our mental health as well
as our creativity.
     What follows in these pages is
some encouragement to take time for
yourself. Ideas, inspiration, and new
ways of tapping into your creative
flow await.
     Enjoy!





WHEN
IS IT TIME
TO GIVE
YOURSELF
A BREAK?
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     Whether you’re juggling the so-
called work-life balance or grinding
your way through hustle culture, it
can sometimes be more difficult to
slow down than it is to keep going. 
     Yet rest is a crucial part of the
creative process. In fact, it’s good for
everyone, self-proclaimed creative or
not.
     The work will still be there when
you’re ready to come back to it. Other
people can deal with hearing “no” so
that you can get some rest. Clearly,
there are situations where you might
not be able to say “no” for long, like
supervising small children or having
to go to work. But see if you can make
a compromise, like hiring a sitter or
taking PTO. Your mental health is
worth pressing pause.



1. You feel tired all the time

2. You’re using caffeine to stay awake most days

3. You don’t have any “time to yourself”

4. Your self-care and/or creative practices have fallen by 
      the wayside

5. Your mood, morale, and/or motivation level is low

6. You’re afraid to say “no” when others need something 
      from you

7. You’re saying “yes” to others’ requests when you really 
      want to say “no”

8. Your calendar app of choice shows few, if any, gaps in 
      your day... every day

9. You are going to absolutely, positively snap if 
      someone asks you for anything else

10. And finally, the only reason you really need: You 
       want to take a break

7
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HERE ARE 10 SIGNS IT’S TIME
TO GIVE YOURSELF A BREAK:
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3 INGREDIENTS FOR
FLOURISHING IDEAS

     Many thinkers have tried to
answer the question “Where do
ideas come from?” From what I
know, no one has actually arrived at
a singular, satisfactory conclusion.
But I’m not convinced that it’s fruitful
to ask where our ideas are coming
from. Instead, I think the right
question to ask is: “What do we
need to do to make our ideas into
reality?”
     I’ve noticed that when I have an
idea I really like and really want to
follow through on, it needs three
things to flourish:

 Time: Have I given myself the
opportunity to let my imagination
wander?
Space: Does my physical and/or
mental environment support my
creativity?
Attention: Can I develop a plan
and give myself more time and
space to help me follow through
on my idea?

1.

2.

3.

     To me, these are the three key
ingredients that your ideas need.
Let’s walk through each one:



1. Time

     First, there’s setting aside the time.
It’s as simple yet difficult as it sounds.
     In an article for Scientific
American, Abraham Loeb writes that
a mind can only be “fertile” with ideas
when it has “the freedom to
venture without the confines of
traditional thinking or the burden
of practical concerns.” For instance,
Loeb, the chair of the astronomy
department at Harvard University,
explains that many of his ideas come
to him in the shower. But it’s not the
shower, or his overall living space,
that may be particularly inspiring. It’s
the time in his day to pull away from
everyday tasks and stresses.
     We’ve probably all had a great
idea (or at least a clever one) at an
inopportune time, like while
showering. But we need more than
just a few minutes of free time. I used
to daydream a lot as a kid, much to
the chagrin of my teachers. As an
adult, however, that ability to let my
mind wander has been one of my
greatest assets. It’s when I can think
without restrictions that I innovate in
my business, move past plot holes in
my fiction writing, or brainstorm a
new project to beautify my home. 
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     Think of when you’re most
creative. Perhaps you’re a morning
person, up before the sun and ready
to create something in the stillness of
the morning. Or maybe you’re like me
— a night owl — and love the quiet of
the evening, after everyone has gone
to bed. Decide on which time will
serve you best; it’s okay if it changes
day by day. Then schedule it in your
day planner, sign out of social media
for an hour or two, and tell your
family members or roommates to
bother you at their own risk.

2. Space

     Next, there’s space. This isn’t
merely designating a physical
location, like the shower or a home
office. Instead, this space is an
environment that will help support the
conception and cultivation of ideas.
For some, that’s a job where
innovation is encouraged. (Some of
Google’s products — like Gmail,
Adsense, and Google News — were
created during the time given to
employees to pursue personal
projects.)
     Loeb gives this example of
workplace innovation at Bell Labs in
the mid-20th century, where workers
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“assembled creative physicists and
engineers into a single corridor
where their daily conversations led
to radio astronomy and the
discovery of the cosmic microwave
background as well as inventions
that include the transistor,
photovoltaic cell, laser and CCD,
along with many other
breakthroughs.” There, ideas
resulted from the desire to solve
problems, in an environment with
others who were thinking big and
would support new solutions.
     The space we give ourselves need
not be something that involves other
people. We also need to have a
mindset that is receptive to new ideas
and willing to accept their plausibility.
If you’re constantly thinking that your
ideas aren’t good enough or that you
can’t finish anything, then you’ve set
yourself for a self-fulfilling prophecy.
(And, naturally, we need to surround
ourselves with people who will
encourage rather than discourage
our unconventional thinking!)
     Creativity is not for the select few.
Anyone can have ideas and turn
them into something tangible. The
key, as cheesy as it sounds, is
believing in our ability to make
something out of nothing.

10

     As one Lifehacker article puts it:

“What separates the

creative from the not-

so-creative isn’t so

much the ability to

come up with ideas but

the ability to trust them,

or to trust ourselves to

realize them.”

     So this step is two-fold. Yes, you
need a physical space that will be
conducive to coming up with ideas
and following through on them. If you
want to paint a picture, for example,
and the only space you have is a
messy dining room table, then you’ll
need to clear space. And you need a
good headspace so that you’re in the
right mood to create. That’s not to say
that you have to wait until you’re
having a perfect day to do anything.
Trust me: it won’t arrive. But let’s also
throw out the myth of the tortured
artist while we’re at it.
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3. Attention

     To use a metaphor, if adequate
time and space are the soil and seeds
of an idea, then attention is the water
and sun we give to them. And that
attention all rests on continuing to set
aside the time and space for
ourselves to bring our ideas to
fruition.
      Giving our ideas the attention
they deserve is the hardest part. By
comparison, it’s almost easy to have
random thoughts pop into our heads
when showering, driving, or
daydreaming at work or school when
we should be paying attention. 
     This is where good planning comes
in. If you really want to have some
great ideas and follow through on
them, you don’t need to wait for the
muse to show up. Commit to setting
aside time each day, or at any point
during your week, and do something
that gets your mind into that creative
state. Freewrite, practice automatic
drawing, listen to music, make lists,
take a walk in the woods, visit an art
museum — do anything that gets you
out of your everyday routine and into
a more receptive state. Pay attention
not just to your thought process for
coming up with ideas, but the world
around you that can inspire them.

     Don’t forget to track your progress
— word count, completed tasks, or
any other result — to help motivate
you to come back again and again.
     Naturally, life gets in the way
sometimes. This step is the toughest,
so don’t be too hard on yourself.
Think of it like meditation. I always
thought that meditating meant
clearing your mind completely, no
thoughts allowed. But the trick to
meditating is to let the thoughts come
up when they do, without judgment,
and then let them go. Deep breath.
     So you lost your attention? It
happens. Don’t judge yourself — just
keep going, whenever you can pick
things up again.

11
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1. TAKE A BREAK
You don’t have to earn a break. It’s
not “first I’ll complete X project and
then I can rest.” Just take a rest.

2. LEARN SOMETHING NEW
Once you’re done resting, cultivate
a beginner’s mindset by studying a
new subject. It can be related to
your creative project or something
completely unfamiliar. Doing this
gets you out of the mindset of
having nothing new to learn, feeling
stuck, or remaining in stasis. And
sometimes discovering new things
can lead to insights that relate back
to your creative project.

3. GET SOME MOVEMENT
Even if it's just walking or
stretching. Get out of the house or
move into another room. A change
of scenery can work wonders (even
if you’re not “doing something” in it).

13

4. SWITCH IT UP
If you’re a writer, try painting or
drawing. If you’re a visual artist,
try performing. Or work in a
different style or genre than you
normally would. As a fiction writer,
I might write a poem or work on a
short story instead of a novel. As a
painter, I could sketch or work
with pastels instead. Try anything
that lets you step outside of your
comfort zone.

5. COMMIT TO DOING
SOMETHING — ANYTHING
— ON A DAILY BASIS OR AS
REGULARLY AS POSSIBLE
Morning pages are a start. (See
“Living The Artist’s Way” for more
on this topic.) Even if it's a messy
sketch or filling in a journal prompt,
it helps. It’s like exercising a muscle
— even a little bit is better than
nothing.





The
Creativity
Quadrant

     If you have any connection to the business world, you know
that the MBA set loves a good chart, funnel, graph, or quadrant.
Sales funnels, the Gartner Magic Quadrant, SWOT (“Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats”) battlecards, the
Cashflow Quadrant, and the four overlapping circles of the
concept of Ikigai are just a few popular examples.
     Taking a concept and breaking it down into a visual form can help
us gain a better understanding of an abstract idea, or even ourselves.
We can analyze our behaviors, views, and opportunities to arrive at a
more favorable outcome.
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The Creativity Quadrant
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     I propose a new type of quadrant — one that deals entirely with
creativity. This quadrant revolves around the speed of your creativity
(how fast or slow you’re working) and the volume of it (how much you
create with others in mind). When beginning a new project, ask
yourself where it fits on the chart below.



needs. There is no rush, no big project
to finish by a deadline — instead, you
let this kind of creativity unfold at its
natural pace.

Y-axis: Loud Creativity
vs. Quiet Creativity
     Loud Creativity may not exist
solely for an audience, but you’ll want
them to know that you’ve made it
once it’s ready for viewing. The
louder your creativity, the more
you’re showing it off to the world (or
plan to). 
     Quiet Creativity, on the other
hand, is just for you. It’s journaling, or
making something that only you need
to see. However, that doesn’t mean
no one can know about it.

17

X-axis: Fast Creativity
vs. Slow Creativity
     Fast Creativity is deadline-driven.
There are obligations you have to
fulfill and parameters you’ve placed
on yourself (or that someone else has
imposed on you). A good example of
this is National Novel Writing Month
(NaNoWriMo), in which you write an
entire novel during the month of
November.
     Slow Creativity, on the other
hand, is all about enjoying the
journey. It’s the gradual process of
doing your morning pages each day
or filling in an art journal. Slow
Creativity is a practice that you can
spend as much or as little time on
each day or week, as it suits your 

It’s All a Balancing Act
     Some projects will touch on more than one part of the quadrant. Doing the
work of writing a novel, for example, might be quiet and slow if you’re new to
writing, or quiet and fast if you’re up against a publishing deadline. However,
publishing that novel once it’s complete will fit into the category of loud
creativity as you promote your work.
     You get to decide the speed and volume of your creativity. Further, it
doesn’t have to stay in one extreme or the other. You might quietly write
poems and show them to your best friend. Similarly, your work may be
deadline-driven, but it’s okay (even preferable) to enjoy the journey as you’re
completing it.
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Grounding Through
the Five Senses

A notebook and a pen

A snack of your choice

Someplace comfortable to sit or recline

Incense, essential oil, a scented candle, or something else

that smells good (optional)

How happy are you?

How calm are you?

How focused on the present moment are you?

     This activity will engage the five senses and should leave you

feeling relaxed and grounded.

You will need:

1. To start: rate yourself on a scale of 1 to 5 (5 very, 1 not
at all):

2. Next, focus on each sense, one at a time.
     Set a timer if you need to so that you can spend at least three

to five minutes experiencing each sense. When you’re done,

record what you observed and then move on to the next sense.

These questions are here to guide you, but you can write any

thoughts that come to you. You can do these in any order.

18
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Sight: Where are you? What do you see around you? Is anyone

else there with you (including animal friends)? What colors stand

out where you are?

Touch: How do you feel physically? What is the temperature

where you are? Are you warm or cold? Are you comfortable or

experiencing any discomfort? (You can move if you need to, but

just observe rather than judge.)

Sound: What sounds do you hear? If you are indoors, can you hear

anything outside? Are there any sounds you can hear inside your

home (e.g., fan, appliances, etc.)? Are you listening to any music? 

Taste: Bite into the snack you have selected. What does it taste

like? Is it sweet, salty, savory, or sour? Does it have an aftertaste?

Smell: What scent of oil, candle, or incense did you select? Do you

have any associations with this smell (e.g., vanilla = home, baking,

rose = romance)? Do you notice any other scents in the air?

3. Rate again how happy, calm, and in-the-present you
feel.
     Finally, return to the questions you answered in the beginning

and answer them again. Do you notice any changes in your mood,

stress level, or focus? 

     This is an activity you can come back to again and again if you

need to be more present. Do a quick observation of what you can

see, touch, hear, smell, and taste at any given moment.

19
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     The book Design the Life You Love by Ayse Birsel
details the process of deconstructing and
reconstructing (also called “de/re”) the most important
aspects of our lives. One of the first steps in the book is
to create a mind map (or concept map) with “My Life” in
the center. Each branch that comes out from the
center, kind of like a wheel or starburst shape, details
an arena of your life: home, career, relationships,
friendships, creativity, etc.
     Creating a mind map is a helpful way to take an
honest inventory of our lives. Using this method, we
can easily see what we may have too much or too little
of in our lives based on the size of each sector on the
mind map. 
     You can look at your life as a whole. I also
recommend making a mind map of your life with an
emphasis on your creativity. Consider categories such
as what you are currently creating, what you want to
create, the types of creations you make, your
resources (time, supplies, etc.), your creative goals,
your audience, your obstacles, and anything else you
want to include.

20
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H O W  T O  D E C O N S T R U C T

Y O U R  C R E A T I V I T Y
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     Have your mind map? The next step in the de/re
process is to observe. Consider the following
questions:

What have you worked on recently?

What do you think about the most?

What do you enjoy working on the most?

Which creative tasks do you avoid or simply not enjoy?

What do you want to see more or less of in your life?

What would you like “off your plate” in the future?

What other clues does your mind map offer
about your creativity?

     Write down your answers in a journal, or keep a
note on your phone. When you’re ready, compare
your list to your mind map. What do these two
exercises have in common? Where did you see stark
differences?
     Next, review your mind map. Cross out anything
you don’t like. Circle the things that you want to
keep. Add more branches if you want to.
     Now here comes the reconstruction phase of the
activity. Flip to a new page and redraw your mind
map based on the information you learned this week.
     This diagram is now a literal map for you. You
know what works for you, what lights you up, and
what resources you have at your disposal. Revisit
the exercise whenever the time feels right. May that
guide you on your creative path!

21
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there, we can choose activities that speak to our interests and talents, and we
build our confidence along the way.
     There are plenty of ways to discover your strengths. One is to simply write
down what it is that you’re good at. What talents do you have? Which of your
skills have others complimented you on? What makes you feel the most “alive”
and in the moment?
     If you want a more structured way to find your strengths, the concept below
will help you drill down on where your talents lie. 

23

Discover Your True Strengths
(and Use Them)
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 What are your true strengths?
     I don’t mean your physical
strength, like how much you can
bench press. Nor do I mean this in
the way that job interviewers ask
the question. This isn’t about what
you do for others, or what you do
to qualify for a particular job. Your
true strengths are where you excel
and feel most authentically like
yourself.
     Think of a time when you
achieved something and were
satisfied with the results. You might
have even thought that you grew
from the experience. Chances are
this was a time where you put your
true strengths to work.
     When we know our strengths,
we know ourselves better. We have
a better idea of what makes us feel
our proudest and our best. From

Strength, Pamela Colman Smith



Your Strengths and
Your Well-Being

     A couple years ago, I took a
course called The Science of Well-
Being. The class, taught at Yale by
Dr. Laurie Santos, is available for free
on Coursera, and I highly recommend
it if you haven’t already taken it. The
lessons focus on finding ways to
increase your happiness and well-
being by practicing gratitude and
mindfulness, forging meaningful
connections with others, and paying
more attention to the non-material
rewards in your life.
     One of the activities was to find
our strengths and put them into
practice each day for a week. The
way we discovered these was by
taking a quick online assessment. And
who doesn’t love a good personality
test?
     The test, the VIA Character
Strengths assessment at
viacharacter.org, can show you
where you truly shine. The questions
take about 10 minutes to answer.
When you’re done, your results will
rank the 24 character strengths that
you embody to show you the best
things about your personality.

     I also like this assessment because
it’s not just linked to your career
strengths. The results are insights
that you can put into practice in your
everyday life, both professionally (if
applicable) and personally.
     According to the assessment’s
description: “What is unique about
your profile is the position of each
strength. The strengths listed at or
near the top are likely to be those
that are most representative of
the ‘real you’.” These strengths,
which fall into six categories, are the
areas where you really thrive, no
matter the situation. However, those
at the bottom aren’t weaknesses;
instead, these are strengths that
come less naturally to you that may
take more work for you to exhibit.
     I’ve taken the assessment a few
times to see if the results changed:
once at the start of The Science of
Well-Being in April 2020, again after
the end of the course, and then a few
months later. I also decided to try
again before publishing this issue.
Apparently, I’m pretty consistent: my
top five strengths have mostly stayed
the same each time.
     As of the fourth time, my top
“signature” strengths were:

24
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Creativity
Appreciation of Beauty
& Excellence
Honesty
Love of Learning
Gratitude

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

     In previous tests, Creativity
typically ranked at number 5 or 6.
Have I become more creative
recently? I think my responses may
depend on my mood or what I have
going on at the moment. Another
high-ranking strength, Appreciation
of Beauty & Excellence, is something
that helps me gain inspiration to
inform my creativity. My love of
learning also contributes to how I
develop new ideas.
     I was also surprised that I had
Honesty as a top strength (previously
#1). Then I read the description and
saw that Honesty had more to do
with authenticity and personal
responsibility rather than simply
telling the truth. (But that matters,
too.) Putting that into perspective
reminded me of how important it is to
me that I express myself in an
authentic way to others and ensure
that the people I surround myself
with also have that integrity. As for
Gratitude, I have a daily gratitude
practice, so that's not a shock. 

Find Your Strengths
and Put Them to Use

     Taking the VIA Character
Strengths assessment requires you to
register on the site, viacharacter.org.
(It’s free.) I recommend this so that
you can save your results to revisit
later. If you’d prefer not to sign up,
you can look through the list of
character strengths on their website
and pick the ones that resonate with
you the most.
     Once you have your list of
character strengths, pick from the
top strengths and see if you can put
one into practice each day for a
week. You can focus on your top
three if those feel particularly strong,
or choose a different one from your
list to try out each day. Their website
also offers ideas on how you can put
each strength into practice.
     Despite our best efforts, we
sometimes let our doubts take over
and forget where we’re at our
strongest. It’s nice, then, to be told
where you shine. When you discover
your strengths, write them down on a
Post-It note or keep them in a note on
your phone. Let that serve as a
reminder that you have so much
creative power within you, no matter
where you excel.

25
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A jar (preferably with a wide enough mouth to make it easy to fill the

container)

Slips of paper (optional: use colorful construction or craft paper)

A good pen for writing

Magical ingredients: crystals, herbs, glitter, and any other craft

supplies your want

     You’ve probably seen variations of this activity before, usually around

the new year. The idea is to write down good things when you experience

them, each one on a tiny slip of paper, and fill a jar with those slips by the

end of the year.

     For this jar, work in reverse and think of all the good things you may have

experienced before, things you’re grateful for, or other “beautiful things”

you want to include. Then you’ll infuse the jar with a bit of magic.

     This is a lot to do at once, so space this activity out over a few days if

you need to (e.g., write your beautiful things over the course of the week).

What you’ll need:

step 1:
     First, cut your strips of paper (if they’re not pre-cut). Next, write down

your “beautiful things” on each one. You can do any number of these you

wish — 20, 50, 100. Start small and see how many you can think of.

     Ultimately, it’s up to you what you fill your jar with. Here are a few ideas

to get started:

Making a Jar of
Beautiful Things

26
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Things you’re grateful for

Your favorite creations this year (art, writing, performance, etc.)

Names of people who matter to you

Compliments you’ve received

Your favorite memories from this year (or any year!)

Places you love to visit

Snippets from poems, stories, or song lyrics that you love

Quotations from your favorite artists and writers

Affirmations

Wishes for the future

Crystals: Choose a crystal with some meaning to you. Rose quartz is

good for self love and positive energy, citrine is powerful for

manifestation and success, and clear quartz can stand in for any other

crystal.

Herbs: Write a wish on a bay leaf or a dried orange peel, or sprinkle

some cinnamon and other festive spices at the bottom of the bottle.

Using orange, lemon, or other citrus scents can add some sunny energy

to your spell. If you don’t have any herbs, then dried flowers, a drop or

two of essential oil, or honey will also add some sweetness to your jar.

Art or craft supplies: Throw in some glitter, tie a ribbon around the lid,

or add any other decorations to make your jar special.

Step 2:
     Fold your strips of paper, roll them up, make them into origami stars, or

whatever works best. Then place them in the jar and add some magic.

Some ideas for this step:

Step 3:
     For extra magic, leave your jar in a sunny spot for a day to infuse it with

that joyous energy. If it’s rainy out, then light a candle and place it next to

the jar. Let the light of the candle be the beacon that you need on those

gray days. Finally, place the jar in a spot where you will see it and be

reminded of the good in your life. You can continually add to it, too. When

you’re having a rough day or need a quick pick-me-up, open up the jar and

pull a slip of paper for a reminder of these beautiful things.
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Going Deep:Going Deep:
4 Alternative4 Alternative

Ways toWays to
AccessAccess
YourYour

CreativityCreativity



Forest bathing
     Forest bathing is kind of exactly
what it sounds like: going out into the
woods and spending time there to
cleanse yourself of daily stresses. The
further away from civilization you
are, the more you can immerse
yourself in your surroundings.
However, even a trip to a local park
(or a botanical garden, perhaps) can
help you invigorate the senses.
     When you come back from the
woods (or while you’re still there) you
might set aside some time to journal
about the experience. What did you
leave behind or cleanse yourself of?
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Sound bathing
     A sound bath uses singing bowls,
chimes, and other instruments to
create a harmonious atmosphere for
meditation. An easy way to sound
bathe is to attend a live event or
listen to a recording. (You can search
for sound baths on YouTube.)
     You don't have to “clear your
mind” for this meditation. Tap into
your creative side as you lie there and
listen. What sensations do you feel in
your body as you take part in this
sound bath? Are there any shapes,
colors, or images that come to mind as
you experience this meditation?

Ready to get mystical? Tapping into your
subconscious can activate your creativity.

Here are four different ways to reach
those deep wells of inspiration:
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Guided meditations
     A guided meditation provides an
easy introduction to meditation. You
sit or lie in a comfortable position and
listen as someone narrates a series of
images for you to imagine. This might
be someone you work with in person,
or you can listen to a recording.
(Some of my favorites are from a
teacher named Jessica Snow, who
offers free and subscription
meditations on her site
youaremagicla.com.)
     The first step, as in any
meditation, is to get yourself into a
comfortable position, either sitting up
or lying down. A typical guided
meditation may start with you
imagining seeing yourself from
outside your body, holding onto a
ball of light, or picturing your feet
connected to roots deep under the
earth. This gets you outside of your
physical body and into a different,
more creative, state of mind.

Shamanic journeying
     Shamanic journeying, in a way, is
a more advanced version of a guided
meditation. Many cultures throughout
the world have people in communities
who serve as a bridge between the
physical world and the spiritual 
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world. These people are often called
shamans. In a shamanic journey, you
are guided in meditation to travel to
an underworld, often with animal or
ancestral spirit guides that you might
envision, and see what kinds of
images you uncover in your
subconscious. This is often
accompanied by repetitive drum
beats or other instruments to help
you focus on the insights that come
to you.
     If you want to begin exploring
shamanic journeying, I recommend
working with a teacher. At a retreat
a few years ago, the other attendees
and I worked with singer and
spiritual teacher Kai Altair, who led
us in a beautiful ceremony. However,
if a teacher is unavailable to you,
look into shamanic traditions or
related concepts that may be part of
your heritage. A couple of years ago,
I picked up a book called The Norse
Shaman by Evelyn C. Rysdyk to learn
about ancient Norse ceremonies that
my Swedish ancestors may have
participated in. Finding a spiritual
tradition that you have some
connection to can help you access
different parts of your imagination
and help you see the gifts that are
already available to you.
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     I had come all the way to a mysterious house just outside of
Woodstock, NY, in what was my first solo trip ever, only to stand sobbing
on the porch while everyone else was inside having a good time.
     In late June 2016, I had packed my bags and a couple of flower crowns and
headed to a witchy retreat that “love witch” and international burlesque
superstar Veronica Varlow held at her mountain home, Magic House. It was my
first time attending a retreat — a weekend-long gathering for performing rituals
and getting in touch with nature. (The kind of “in touch” that means the
mountains block your cell phone signal.) Prior to arriving on Friday night, I
hadn’t met any of the other participants in-person. Besides Veronica, I only
knew a few names from the online world, including one very glamorous writer I
had been following for years.
     The other attendees were enveloped in an air of mystery. They seemed to
come from all parts of the world. They were performers and artists and
entrepreneurs, and at least half of them had alter egos and stage names, or
had shucked off the names they’d been given at birth to adopt more grandiose
personas.
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     Yet I was plain, with a plain nickname and a job at a marketing agency that
had me overworked and underpaid. I was weeks away from starting a new, far
more lucrative job, but I didn’t know it then. I had suspected something would
change. But was it even a meaningful change? It felt so small, compared to the
fabulous lives of everyone around me at this retreat.
     On Saturday, we hiked in the woods and spent the day making our own
flower crowns and powdered incense. I had been breathless by the end of the
hike, not in shape back then for climbing uphill and traveling slowly downhill on
a sweltering summer day. The others seemed to have no problem keeping up.
     All day, I watched from afar as the others, including the aforementioned
glamorous writer, danced and sang and told each other stories and jokes. I
didn’t move, as I had no rhythm. I didn’t sing because I didn’t like the sound of
my voice. I had no good stories to tell — or they didn’t seem as compelling as
any of the tales the others would weave. And my sense of humor, no doubt,
was too odd or quirky to be entertaining. I likely spoke no more than two whole
words to some, including the writer, the entire weekend.
     On Saturday evening, we donned our homemade flower crowns and stood in
a circle outside the house, candles lit before us. Veronica instructed us to
choose a word or a phrase that felt powerful, and then to step, one-by-one,
into the center of the circle and declare it. “I am powerful,” we might say. Or: “I
am a goddess.” “I am beautiful.” “I am a motherfucking queen.” And everyone
in the circle would repeat it back: “We see you and honor that you are a
powerful-beautiful motherfucking-goddess-queen.”
     I chose “priestess” as my word. I stepped into the circle. The words came out
— louder than anything else I had said that day. “I am a priestess!” I shouted up
into the trees. And everyone around me repeated it. “We see you and honor
that you are a priestess.”
     As we concluded our circle, calling the quarters once more, I couldn’t help
but feel let down. They said it: You are a priestess. But I didn’t feel like a
priestess. Or a goddess-queen. Or anything. A ghost, perhaps. After a few
moments back inside the house, I excused myself — no one ever notices a
specter floating through the walls — and went to stand outside on the porch.
     I stared up at a sky with none of the light pollution or strange noises that I
hear living close to an airport. I was nothing. Who was I to join this group and
declare myself as important and fabulous and glamorous as they were?
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Pictured: at another
retreat, the witches

danced in Woodstock



     Sadness washed over me. The tears came and wouldn't stop. I half-hoped
someone would step outside and say, “Hey, are you okay?” But as I let out more
gross, hiccuping sobs that made my nose run, I began to hope no one would see
me or hear the noises I made. They must have suspected, surely, that I didn’t
belong in their group — though no one had said anything to that effect. But I
was certain that if they saw me standing outside, an endless fountain of tears
and snot, it would solidify me as an outsider and an imposter.
     All weekend, deep in the heart of the mountains, my phone had said “No
service,” so I had no way of sending a text to my husband. I missed him terribly
in that moment and wished I could send a quick “I love you.” I should have
stayed home, I thought, with no fab burlesque goddesses around to remind me
how disgustingly mortal I am. But in that instant, as I glanced at my phone
screen, I had a single bar that lasted just long enough to send him a text. I
didn’t receive a reply until going back to the hotel later that night, but it was
good enough. A single minute of a single bar to send a single, impossible text.
How many of the goddesses could do that, I wondered. 
     I wiped my face as best as I could. I put on a smile. I went inside and sat
down, as if I had never left. Later, feeling a bit more brave, I exchanged tarot
readings with another person there. I felt some comfort in reading the cards
despite it being a no-doubt terribly distracted reading. No one either realized I
had been outside or asked why, if they had noticed. And no one was telling me
to go back out there. I had just as much right to be there as they did, and no
one said or implied otherwise.
     After some time, the dozen or so of us carpooled back to our hotel. I slept
deep and dreamless that night.
     The next morning, all clad in white dresses, our group — our coven — walked
from Magic House back down to the river in the woods across the street. In our
white dresses, we would stand in the river in a circle holding hands, pledge our
undying love to ourselves, and say our magic words from the night before.
     Perhaps energized by a night’s sleep, I had somehow wound up in-step with
Veronica on the walk to the river. She told me that she had come up with our
ending ritual after a period of intense pain and sadness. But her power was in
transmuting that sorrow. If she had known this struggle, then she knew that so
had many of us, at some point or another. And she wanted to remind us of our
beauty and strength and magic.
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     How could she have had so much pain, I wondered. She seemed to have
such an amazing life: dancing at lavish parties, teaching tarot and spellwork,
and alternating her time between New York City and Woodstock.
     But all of us had pain, I realized — Plain Janes (or Jens) and Glamazons alike.
I had heard stories that weekend and in so many other retreats since then of
broken marriages, dead-end careers, difficult childhoods, and dreams deferred
to deal with more immediate crises. But also of new loves, once-in-a-lifetime
opportunities, emotional breakthroughs, and wonderful second chances. No
infallible goddesses. Just humans, all of us, trying to find more magic in our
lives.
     I found mine that day in the river, with a circle of witches telling me that I
was magical. The second time around, I gave it a chance to sink in. I believe it,
and still do, and know that we’re all making our own kinds of magic. And I
haven’t let myself doubt it since then.
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     Taking care of ourselves is
essential at all times. Unfortunately,
it’s easy to let our good habits fall by
the wayside. Yet as creatives —
artists, writers, performers, and other
types of innovators — we need to
have some way to take breaks, stay
grounded, and give ourselves the
support and encouragement we need.
Paying attention to what’s going on
for us mentally, physically, and
emotionally is an excellent start.
     If you already have these
practices, this article will provide
evidence that you’re on the right
track. And if you’re not sure where to
begin, these ideas will help you start.
As a disclaimer, the advice in this
article is not meant to diagnose or
treat any illness or condition, so if you
have questions, please talk to a
doctor or other professional.
     Here are a few science-backed
practices you can implement for mind,
body, and spirit — and concrete
action steps to help you begin: 
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Self Care for Creatives:
Science-Backed

Practices for
Mind, Body, and Spirit
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It’s enjoyable to dwell on what
we value
We are reminded of what we
value in ourselves in the face of
criticism or failure
Building our self-worth can help
us regulate our emotions

Mind: Thoughts Become Things
     Ever heard the phrase “thoughts
become things”? Whatever we’re
putting our attention on plays a role in
shaping our reality. Therefore, it’s
important to pay attention to what
we’re thinking and saying both to
ourselves and about ourselves.
     Positive thinking may seem a bit
too cheery to some. But studies have
shown that affirmations, or positive
thoughts, can essentially rewire the
brain. Researchers from the
University of Pennsylvania studied
the effects of affirmations and found
that using these techniques can
produce cognitive benefits.
     The researchers found that self-
affirmation was beneficial due to
three factors:

     From an article in The Cut about
the study:
“The researchers looked for and
found neural evidence to back up the
first two of the hypotheses for why
self-affirmation works — the notion
that it’s beneficial because it’s
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rewarding and pleasurable, and that
it works because it acts as a defense
mechanism by reminding us of the
things in life that we cherish, thereby
broadening the foundation of our
self-worth. Specifically, participants
in the self-affirmation condition
exhibited greater activation in parts
of the brain that are known to be
involved in expecting and receiving
reward (the ventral striatum and the
ventral medial prefrontal cortex)
than did those in the control
group….”
     The study concluded: “We find
novel evidence that a future frame
may act synergistically with value-
based self-affirmations to bolster a
sense of self prior to threat
exposure.” In other words, using
affirmations can improve your self
esteem in the present moment and
boost your self worth so that you feel
more calm when stressful situations
arise.

Your Action Step: Affirm
Yourself
     Pick at least one affirmation that
speaks to you. Once you’ve made
your selection, write the affirmation
down on a Post-It Note, in a day
planner, or on a chalk/dry erase
board in your home.
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  “I am in the right place,“I am in the right place,
at the right time,at the right time,

doing the right thing.”doing the right thing.”
Louise L. HayLouise L. Hay



     By writing it down, you will see this
affirmation each day and be able to
repeat it to yourself often.
     Need some inspiration? Louise L.
Hay, founder of the Hay House
publishing company, taught
affirmations as a way to help others
change their minds any time and,
therefore, change their lives. Search
online for her affirmations if you
prefer not to write your own.

Body: Pay Attention to Your
Needs
     We are not just brains in vats, no
matter what you might have believed
after watching The Matrix. As
creators, it’s easy to live in our heads.
Yet we also need to remember to
tend to the needs of our bodies from
time to time.
     I’m no athlete or gym rat. But I can
confirm that when I do something
that gets me up and moving, even to
stretch for a bit, I always feel
better. I especially like to go for
walks in the woods, which usually
leads to some kind of creative
inspiration.

Your Action Step: Nourish
Yourself
     The benefits of physical activity
have been studied extensively, so I
won’t go over that much here. If
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you’re not already doing something to
work out regularly, get moving! Put
on some music and dance. Do some
yoga. Go for a walk in nature. Do
something to help you feel good
physically.
     If movement isn’t available to you
right now, find a practice that will
help you feel good in your body. That
might mean giving yourself the rest
you need to feel refreshed. Lying in
savasana or even sitting in a
comfortable position and repeating
your affirmations to yourself can
have positive benefits for mind, body,
and spirit. Sleep is also good for you
and has been shown to boost
cognitive performance, so if you need
to, take a nap.
     We can also nourish our bodies
with food and drink. Focus on eating
food that makes you feel good,
whatever that happens to be. We’re
heading into summer in the northern
hemisphere, so make sure to stay
hydrated and drink plenty of water!
(Staying hydrated is important every
season, of course.)

Spirit: Slow Down and Listen
     Whatever the term spirit means to
you — soul, emotional well-being,
creative inspiration — it’s just as
important, if not more so, to nourish
this part of ourselves. One way to do
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that is through meditation.
     If you’re like me, you may be kind
of resistant to the idea of just sitting
quietly. I always thought that
meditation meant that you had to
“clear your mind,” but it doesn’t have
to work that way. Instead, meditation
encourages us to let go of our
thoughts when they come up
(because they will).
     And just as with positive
psychology and physical activity,
meditation also has scientific benefits
for the mind and body. A study from
Stanford University showed that
loving-kindness meditation helped
people increase feelings of social
connection. This method involves
visualizing your loved ones and then
directing the positive feelings you
would give to and receive from them
to other people — even strangers. As
our social lives have shifted in recent
months, it’s important that we still feel
a sense of connection even when our
friends and loved ones aren’t here
with us physically.

Your Action Step: Meditate
 A loving-kindness meditation is one
potential strategy to help boost your
mood. Another visualization I like to
use is a gratitude meditation. This is
where I imagine the people in my life
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who I am grateful for moving past me
one by one, as if on a train. It’s a
powerful reminder of the people who
care about you, especially if you’re
feeling alone right now.
     If you’re new to meditation, try it
for just a couple minutes a day. Even
a minute or two of slow, steady
breaths can help you slow down
racing thoughts and gain a new
perspective. To start with, look up
guided meditations; I like Jessica
Snow’s lush, magical guided
meditations, like The Field. You can
also search YouTube for Tibetan
singing bowl sound baths, binaural
beats, and frequencies (528 Hz, 432
Hz, etc.) to find relaxing sounds to
use in your meditation.

Keep Building Your Self-Care
Toolkit
     Self-care may be something of a
buzzword these days. But from my
experience, it’s a necessity. I need to
take care of myself to recharge, and
I also need it to keep my energy
levels up when I’m deep into a project
or up against a deadline. Over the
years, I’ve become more adept at
keeping up my own self care
practices. I hope that these practices
will help you get started as well.
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A notebook or sketchbook

Some kind of writing or drawing utensil

Any additional supplies related to your craft: canvases,

paints, pastels, musical instruments, etc.

Plenty of water to stay hydrated

Healthy snacks and/or meals for the day

Relaxing music (optional)

A phone on “do not disturb,” airplane mode, or silent — or

off and in another room

A good book

Time and a comfortable space

     Get ready to go on the ultimate retreat to
recharge your creative inspiration. Best of all,

you don’t even have to leave the house.

Here’s what you need:

Before you begin...
     Pick a day that you will have free time — even if it’s only

for a couple of hours. Decide when and where your creative

retreat will take place, and make it a date.

Everything You Need for a
Creative Retreat at Home
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Starting your creative retreat:
     Start out by getting centered. Make yourself comfortable in

your space, and check that you have everything you’ll need to

get started.

     Next, try a warm-up. Sketch something out for fun, write a

bit of microfiction, or play a familiar tune. Set a timer for this so

you don’t take too long. Don’t let perfectionism weigh you down.

     After you’re done warming up, set that aside and think of

a project that you would like to work on. It can be large or

small. If you don’t have any set projects, come up with an idea.

What would feel good to make on that day?

     With your project in mind, think of one thing you can do

to move it along that day. This doesn’t have to be something

you create in one day (though it can be). If you want to paint a

portrait, for example, maybe you start out with sketching. If you

want to write a novel, but you have yet to begin, maybe you

focus on outlining. (Or, if you have begun, maybe you write the

next scene in the chapter.) Writing a song? See if you can really

nail the lyrics or add something new to the music that day.

     When you reach the point where you need a break, get

up and stretch. Do ten minutes of yoga, go for a walk outside,

or hop onto your stationary bike and ride. Maybe sit in a

comfortable position to meditate for a few minutes as well.

Have a snack (or some lunch) and hydrate, too.
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After your creative retreat
     Follow up with yourself after a week or two. What sort of

progress have you made on your projects since then? Are there

any habits that you’ve managed to stick with since your retreat?

Depending on your answers, you might consider scheduling

another creative retreat in the near future.
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When the day is over, thank
yourself for making time for

your creative practice.



“My favorite
thing is to
go where I’ve
never been.”

Diane Arbus



     Who says you have to go on vacation to see

something new? Here are five ways to feel like you’ve

traveled without having to put up an “out of office”

message.

Go to an art gallery. Whether you’ve been there

before or are checking it out for the first time,

take the time to immerse yourself in the works of

art. Choose a piece you don’t remember seeing before

and find a new detail. Take the docent-led tour if

you’ve never been on one to learn new facts about the

artwork. Read the biographies of the artists next to

each piece.

Take a walk on the wild side. Find a new (to you)

outdoor space — a park, beach, or trail open to the

public. What natural elements are present (wind,

water, wood, sand, etc.)? What do you observe with

the five senses? Are there other people around, or do

you have the place to yourself? 

How to Be a Tourist in
Your Own City or Town
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Capture a day in your life. No matter how close you

stay to home (or don’t), see if you can take photos

of your day. Ideally, take a picture each hour. At

the end of the day, observe all of your photos. From

them, write a story about your day — either what

actually happened to you, or what a stranger might

guess your day was like if all they saw were your

photos.

See what’s going on. Is there a local website,

magazine, or newspaper that tells you what events are

happening? If so, take a look at it on a day you have

some free time. Pick one thing that’s happening and

go check it out. Bonus points if it’s a place you’ve

never been to before.

Review it. Check out a new (or new-to-you) local

restaurant, shop, class, or event (or use the above

prompt), and then review it. Come home and write a

review, even if only you see it. If it’s really nice,

though, consider sharing it online to help out a

local business.
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     Last year, I left the world of set-
your-own-schedule freelancing to
return back to the full-time working
world. I was happy to take on the role
(my biggest client was hiring). But one
thing I dreaded was the return to a
regular routine.
     I talked in issue 1 about not being
much of a morning person. The
challenge, as I was preparing to go
back to a regular 9-to-5 schedule,
was to design my mornings to get me
excited and energized for the day.

Crafting a better morning
with design thinking
     At some point before starting my
new job, I stumbled upon the works
of the d.school, a.k.a. the Hasso
Plattner School of Design at Stanford
University. This program teaches the
art of design thinking, a person-
centered approach to solving
problems and coming up with useful
solutions. A good primer for this is
Tom Kelley’s TED talk on Creative
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very expensive,
deliverable by tomorrow,
inspired by a game, or
inspired by robots

Confidence (or if you want to go
deeper, his book of the same name).
     In my research, I found the
d.school Starter Kit, a free
presentation that’s available to the
public. It serves as a 101 to design
thinking and a workshop that you can
present or follow along with on your
own. One night, I sat and did the
workshop exercises, and I had an
epiphany.
     The challenge in the workshop is to
redesign a part of your day that you
like the least. For me, that was easily
mornings. You’re then asked to use
several approaches to develop a
solution. The facilitators ask you to
imagine something to solve the
problem that is:

     For me, the simplest approach was
gamifying my morning. So I had to
think of what type of game I could
create for myself.
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Pick a card — any card
     As someone who loves tarot cards,
I immediately thought of making some
type of deck of cards that could tell
me what to do in the morning. But
that alone isn’t a compelling idea.
     So I began to list out creative
things I could do in the morning that
wouldn’t take a lot of time. One thing
that helps your design is to impose
constraints on it. In my case, my
constraint for my list was that I must
be able to do these activities in five
minutes or less. In addition, they
shouldn’t be anything that requires
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too much cognitive power early in the
day, so I had to aim for something
easy.
     Once I had my list, I made my
cards. First, I wrote them out on
index cards. Then, for added
sturdiness (and so I couldn’t cheat
and see through the backs of them), I
glued these to thick pieces of
scrapbook paper.
     Here’s what I came up with (and a
few extra prompts to give you some
ideas). Feel free to steal or adapt
some or all of these to gamify your
mornings.
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Free write for 5 minutes
Sketch for 5 minutes
List 5 things you’re grateful
for and draw 1 of them
Go to your closet and pick out
an interesting outfit
Choose 3 accessories/pieces of
jewelry to wear today
Put on a song (on
phone/computer/records) and
dance around
Use the 1 Page At a Time
journal (by Adam J. Kurtz)
Write an affirmation on a
Post-It note and stick it to a
mirror or other surface where
you’ll see it today
Make a to-do list for the day
Make a don’t-do list for the day
Arrange 3+ objects and take a
photo of them
Write a piece of microfiction
(about 100 words)
Draw a mind map about your
day
Imagine a day in the life of a
celebrity and free write/draw
it
Imagine life 1 year/5 years
from now and write about it
Write a two-sentence story
Draw a stick figure, and give it
a name and backstory
Do a one-line contour drawing
Do a dramatic reading of song
lyrics or poetry — the more
ridiculous, the better

The Good Morning Deck
list of cards:

Build a “Greater Gatsby”:
come up with an adaptation of
existing media (make it as
great or as awful as you want)
List things that you would do if
money was no object (things to
buy, places to travel,
experiences to have, etc.)
Turn the day into a holiday.
What are you celebrating?
Write about it or brainstorm!
5 senses: what can you taste,
smell, hear, touch, and see?
Make a top 10 list of favorite
things in a single category
(books, movies, TV shows,
games, fictional characters,
people you would want to meet,
foods, places to go, etc.)
Make a top 5 list of your
favorite books. Pick one and
draw a new cover for it.
Make a top 5 list of your
favorite movies. Draw a new
poster for one.
Make a top 5 list of your
favorite TV shows. Pick one
and write a synopsis for an
episode you would have liked to
see.
Who is someone famous (dead
or alive) you’d like to meet?
List 5 questions you would ask
them.
Design your ideal 5-course
meal. What’s on the menu?
Move: do 10 jumping jacks,
pushups, and/or sit-ups to get
the blood flowing





     If you’re a creator — even as a
hobby — by now, you’ve probably
heard of The Artist’s Way by Julia
Cameron. A bestseller for about 30
years now, The Artist’s Way is
something like a 12-step program to
get in touch with your creative side.
     It was one of those books I’d
heard about for years but didn’t think
I’d be interested in. I already know
how to be creative, I thought with
some cynicism. What could you
possibly learn about being creative
from a book? A pretty harsh take
from someone who made an entire
’zine centered around creativity, I
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know. But I take it all back now.
I can honestly say that reading this
book gave me new tools to my
creativity that I didn’t think were
possible. In fact, this ’zine got its start
as a result of the work I was doing as
I moved through the process. 

What is The Artist’s Way?
     The Artist’s Way is divided into 12
chapters (plus intro and epilogue),
meant to be read as one chapter, or
lesson, per week. The chapters all
deal with recovering parts of your
creativity, with journaling prompts,
activities, and opportunities to slow



down and observe your process.
     There are two primary activities
that Cameron will call on you to do
each week: daily morning pages and
a weekly artist date.

Morning pages
     For this activity, you freewrite
three pages (by hand, in an actual
notebook or on looseleaf paper) each
morning to start your day. Cameron
recommends doing this first thing (but
from my experience, it can be
impactful no matter when you choose
to fit it into your schedule). These
pages can be on any topic. I
sometimes write about what’s going
on in my life (or my head); other times
I use it as a creative brainstorming or
goal-setting space. It’s also a good
spot to complete some of the weekly
journaling prompts in the book, if
those interest you. At first, Cameron
will tell you not to go back and look at
your morning pages once you’ve
written them to avoid judging your
writing. However, later in the book
you’ll have the opportunity to go back
through the pages, so don't lose
them.

Artist dates
     Each week, pick one day to do
something for your inner artist. This
can be an arts-and-crafts project, a 
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trip to an art gallery, a walk in nature,
a day of reading, or something else
entirely up to you. The point of the
artist date is to give yourself the
creative and mental space to connect
with your sense of wonder and
inspiration, no matter what form it
takes. (And note that the “art,” in the
book, doesn’t refer to visual arts only.
It covers all bases: writing, drawing,
painting, dancing, decorating,
baking, knitting — any type of hobby
or creative outlet applies.)

My advice
Read one chapter per week.
     It’s tempting to want to finish the
book in one go, or over the course of
a few days. But I recommend slowing
down and reading one chapter a
week. This gives you time to actually
do the assignments: your morning
pages, your artist date, and the
reflection exercises.

Seriously, do your morning
pages.
     Morning pages have become an
essential piece of my creative toolkit,
and I wonder how I ever survived
creatively (or even emotionally)
before turning to them. (They’re also
how I tend to hash out ideas — like a
draft of this article!)
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Go look at art, read, watch films, or
do anything else that feeds your
creativity (on your artist dates or
otherwise)

Interpret it your own way.
     The Artist’s Way talks a lot about
God (with a capital G). Your mileage
may vary, of course, but Cameron
leaves the description of this “God”
intentionally vague. Less Sunday
School, more the Supreme Artist.
Substitute with the name or image of
your deity-of-choice, humanity, the
universe, or whatever resonates with
you.

Really pay attention to the
“synchronicities.”
     In the book, Cameron talks about
noticing the chance encounters,
coincidences, and other strange events
— or synchronicities — that will begin to
happen as you begin the journey. For
example, one of the chapter’s topics is
on recovering a sense of abundance.
The week I read that chapter, I
randomly found a ten-dollar bill in a
parking lot. (Don’t worry — I looked
around for a potential owner who might
have dropped their change first.) Stay
positive and open-minded if and when
these things come up.

Other takeaways
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Make art — even “bad” art,
(there’s really no such thing)
Give your art to others as a gift
(even if it’s the above “bad” art)
Get physical activity to help clear
your mind from everyday stresses
Explore new ideas, especially the
ones you wouldn’t “normally” do
(like, say, making a ’zine)
Actually talk about the book and
your experience with it with
someone who is supportive of
your creativity

Why live The Artist's Way?
     Overall, The Artist’s Way has been
instrumental in helping me restore my
long-term vision for my creativity.
Working in a creative field, I’m used
to deadlines and having to create on
a consistent basis as part of my
livelihood. Maybe it’s “hustle culture”
or the general climate of creative
industries, but it sometimes feels like
you can only be as good as what you
produce (plus how much you produce
and how often). Yet with The Artist’s
Way, I felt like Cameron handed me a
permission slip to slow down and
create for fun again. 
     So this is your permission slip, too.
Following The Artist’s Way is a new
path toward your most creative self
— if you choose it.
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     The path of the creator can be a joyous one, filled with
challenges to overcome and triumphs achieved. It can also,
however, be a difficult and lonely road to walk. Even the most
prolific writers, artists, and performers can feel stuck, lost, and
uninspired at times. 
     What are some signs it’s time for one-on-one guidance? Here
are four reasons you don’t have to go it alone when it comes to
your creativity.
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     You want to take your craft to the next level. You’re a creative visionary
with big dreams and a desire to share your gifts with the world. You love what
you do, yet you’re in short supply of people to bounce ideas off of.
     You want personalized feedback. You’re passionate about your craft.
Workshops and seminars have helped you in the past. Now you need a critique
partner with your best interests in mind.
     You’re dealing with a creative block. Try as you might, you just can’t make
it past the idea stage of a project — or perhaps you’re having trouble
brainstorming at all. Maybe you were once a consistent creator, but lately that
spark is missing.
     You’ve just begun to embrace your creative identity. You want to get in
touch with your creative side, but you’re not sure where to start. 

     All of these situations might feel like they have no solution. But these are not
unsolvable mysteries. Sometimes the best way to remove blocks, move past
your fears, and embrace your creative potential is to have someone help you
along the way.

Why not work with a consulting creative?
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What is a consulting creative?

     Fictional detective Sherlock Holmes called himself a consulting detective; he
solved unsolvable mysteries by looking at the world through deductive
reasoning and his unique perspective.
     I call myself a consulting creative because I’m here to help you look at your
creativity in a brand new way. Over the years, I’ve dealt with the highs and
lows of creativity. I’ve learned how to thrive in the former and bounce back
from the latter. My mission is to help you do the same, no matter where you are
on your journey.

Step into your full creative potential.
 

Visit jenmeli.com or email me at jen@jenmeli.com to learn more about
working with me.
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     I’m a writer and artist on a mission to encourage creativity for
everyone. By day, I’m a writer, editor, and content marketer (who
once upon a time taught college-level writing courses). I have a
master's degree in creative writing and a perpetual desire for self
improvement, so I’m always on the lookout to learn something new.
     When I’m not writing, you can find me on some kind of adventure
with my husband Joe. We live in Rochester, NY, with our grumpy-old-
man cat Charlie as well as a bunch of plants, tarot card decks, and
rainbow sun catchers.
     Stay up to date with The Muse Manifesto and my other work at
jenmeli.com and reach out to me any time at jen@jenmeli.com. 

Photo: Joe Sweeney
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“Be patient toward all that is unsolved in
your heart and try to love the questions

themselves, like locked rooms and like books
that are now written in a very foreign

tongue. Do not now seek the answers, which
cannot be given you because you would not
be able to live them. And the point is, to live

everything. Live the questions now. Perhaps
you will then gradually, without noticing it,

live along some distant day into the answer.”
Rainer Maria Rilke
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